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ABSTRACT: Our theoretical research was developed based on Papineau’s methodology in order to 
be able to develop a comprehensive framework by constructing an internal history of the literature. 
By using this particular approach the main body of the literature is summarized conducting in the 
end to a rigorous and comprehensive understanding of it with fruitful implications. Both true and 
fair view and creative accounting are dynamic concepts that comprised various debates in the 
literature regarding to their conceptual delimitations and definition. One implication of our study  
is related to the elaboration of definitions for true and fair view and further terminology assessment 
for creative accounting, based on the main findings reflected by conducting Papineau`s 
methodology. Other implication can be related to the internal construction history of the literature 
and presenting the primary core terms comprised in the area of research of true and fair view and 
creative accounting.  
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Introduction 
Papineau`s Tree (1979) is an efficient approach that relies on the creation of a network of 

core terms for the area of research in question and is designed to represent the theoretical 
development within a particular research programme (Ryan et al., 1992:152). The methodology 
helps in demarcate those terms which are central to all researchers in an area and those at other 
extreme which are shared only by a small number of researchers (Ryan et al., 1992:152). Based on 
this methodology a relevant framework can be developed and more than that the methodology can 
be useful in the identification of the main consensus expressed in the literature.  

Most statements regarding true and fair view principle concentrate almost exclusively on its 
implication rather than its definition or conceptual delimitation. Even if it provides “the ultimate 
foundation for financial reporting” (Leach, 1981:7) and despite the significant role played in 
accounting, auditing and reporting, the concept has attracted much controversy and debate 
regarding its meaning. 

Walton (1993) summarizes the essence of the concept as following: “The theory and 
practice of financial accounting are full of odd notions, curious inconsistencies and improbable 
ways of approaching problems, but surely the single most bizarre notion is the British True and Fair 
View”. 
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The various definitions of creative accounting, earnings management, income smoothing 
was inconsistent in the literature. Major problems with those definitions include ambiguity and 
immeasurability.  

This part of the research is motivated by the fact that the literature has revealed an 
inconsistency in the definitions of all the above. 

Ambiguity is not the only feature of these definitions but also the aura of relativity since the 
details of what comprises creative accounting mechanism for instance haven’t reached a consensus 
in the literature as McBarnet and Whelan (1999) asserted: “One person’s creative accounting is 
another’s carefully considered judgment; one person’s device to deceive is another’s legitimate 
management tool; one person’s systematic understatement of profits is another’s application of the 
prudence concept” (1999:6;99). 

In order to be able to reduce the aura of ambiguity that accompanies this research area we 
reviewed the conceptual delimitations of all concepts mentioned above and portrait the conceptual 
distinctions and similarities of all of them. Based on the fact that we work with a theoretical 
framework adjudicated in international research, the manner to discuss upon the verification of our 
work is simple and transparent. The review of the literature provides evidence of the validity 
regarding the developed definitions. The results are important for both theoretical and empirical 
researches on creative accounting, earnings management, income smoothing as well as for 
regulators, lawmakers, firms and investors.  

Connected to the above mentioned, True and Fair View and creative accounting are 
important items that need to be assessed.  
 

Theoretical framework for sustaining our research question 
Approaching the meaning of the True and Fair View concept, Walton (1993) suggested that 

this particular item should be treated according to Saussure (1919) conceits, who in his book Cours 
de Linguistique Generale (translated as Course in General Linguistics) distinguished between the 
signifier and signified of a certain word. If we where to transfer this approach in accounting we can 
conclude that the signifiers of the concept are the words “give a True and Fair View”, whereas the 
signified is the main underlying idea. Based on the fact that the concept comprises several different 
meanings, the latter approach is useful in order to identify those meanings.  

Sir Russell Kettle (1948), cited by Cowan (1965), set the pattern regarding what True and 
Fair View might mean or what its implications might be, by the following: “A True and Fair View 
implies that all statutory and other essential information is not only available but is presented in a 
form in which it can be properly and readily appreciated”.  

Lee G.A. (1981), cited by Rutherford (1985) in The True and Fair View Doctrine: A Search 
for Explanation, suggested a definition for the concept of True and Fair View as: “it is generally 
understood to mean a presentation of accounts, drawn up according to accepted accounting 
principles, using accurate figures as far as possible, and reasonable estimates otherwise; and 
arranging them to show, within the limits of current accounting practice, as objective a picture as 
possible, free from willful bias, distortion, manipulation, or concealment of material facts”. 

Lee T.A. (1982), cited also by Rutherford (1985) in The True and Fair View Doctrine: A 
Search for Explanation, elaborated a comprehensive definition regarding True and Fair View 
explaining what can be understood through each one of its individual components, as:“True means 
that the accounting information contained in the financial statements has been quantified and 
communicated in such a way as to correspond to the economic events, activities and transactions it 
is intended to describe . . . Fair means that the accounting information has been measured and 
disclosed in a manner which is objective and without prejudice to any particular sectional interests 
in the company”. 

Lee T.A. (1982) defined both individual components of the True and Fair View construction 
supposing that both truth and fairness are susceptible to vary according to time and place becoming 
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relative to the framework within which they reside. Its attempt to define the concept by expressing 
meanings to each component may be more useful in defining it in contrast with the demarche of 
defining the concept as an ensemble. 

Rutherford (1985) was one the pioneers that stated that this wording lacks a widely accepted 
definition and that the Companies Act Law from United Kingdom and accounting standards who 
didn`t define it fail to gave “content” to this particular concept having the fact that both of them 
“explicitly require that their specifications of accounting principles should be abandoned where this 
is necessary to achieve True and Fair View” (Rutherford, 1985). He associated the True and Fair 
View with the wording “accurate” and “correct” and also with “full and proper disclosure” and 
stated that “the profession should regard TFV as having a technical meaning, to be determined 
within the accounting arena itself and not derived from legal sources or ordinary meanings” 
(Rutherford, 1985). Referring to what True and Fair View should mean, Nobes and Parker (1991a) 
characterized it by “not misleading”. 

Fowle (1992) defines the principle through “absence of material error”. Alexander (1993) 
examined the meaning of the True and Fair View concept requirement and meaning in different 
translations in United Kingdom, France and Germany and concluded that there is no certainty that it 
means the same thing. Hudack and Orsini (1993) conducted o similar study and reached to similar 
conclusions. That True and Fair View may mean different things in different countries has been 
noted also by Nobes (1993).  

Burlaud (1993) refers to True and Fair View as the recipient of the accounts that should not 
be led by the preparer, even involuntarily, into making an error. He poses the fact that “the concept 
of the True and Fair View is above all a guide for standard setters in Europe – and rarely one for 
business”. 

Walton (1993) considers for the meanings of True and Fair View one of the following three 
directions: 1.) A legal residual clause that operates as a safety net put able to be invoked in unusual 
circumstances. If True and Fair View is considered to be a legal residuary, it will probably have 
little practical individual meaning; 2.) An independent concept defined independently of accounting 
rules and representing the higher objective to be sought by accountants; 3.)Code expression for 
generally accepted accounting principles. In his opinion the meanings attributed to the concept of 
True and Fair View given in financial statements is related to the fact that they should be drawn up 
under currently accepted practice. If this concept is considered to encapsulate the generally accepted 
accounting principles then it may be utilized in order to deal with “accounting problems caused by 
the open areas and ambiguities” found in the accounting law (Ordelheide, 1993). 

Jones (1994) stated that the concept of True and Fair View may prove difficult for even the 
“most eminent and skilled accountants to define”, while Parker and Nobes (1994: xiii) concluded 
that the True and Fair View is both “overriding and undefined” but in the same time a central but 
mysterious feature of financial reporting”. 

Regarding the definition of this concept the opinions traced are unanimous and sustain the 
fact that this principle is an undefined one. This aspect is underlined by Ordelheide (1996) also who 
stated that “...even in the UK the True and Fair View concept is nearer to a black box than to a well 
defined objective of accounts”. The author pointed out further the fact that by developing a clear 
concept of the True and Fair View generally, conflicts may arise between this principle and several 
specific provisions of the Fourth Directive settled before the concept was defined.  

As we stated before, the concept seams to suffer from lack of a common accepted definition 
and only features of its content are characterized. Summarizing the opinions expressed in the 
literature by the above authors and others we can conclude that most of them give the True and Fair 
View a general interpretation and that particular interpretation is related to compliance with 
accounting rules and principles. Studies conducted by Cowan (1965); Edey (1971); Hoffman and 
Arden (1983); Pound (1985); Rutherford (1985); Radcliffe (1990); Walton (1993); Gearin and 
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Khandelwal (1995); Nobes and Parker (1991b); Parker and Nobes (1991) and Deegan et al. (1994) 
sustain this point of view.  

Chambers and Wolnizer (1991) offers an explanation: “there is no warrant for supposing 
that the terms 'true and correct' or 'true and fair' once had, or now have, any meaning other than the 
plain and natural meanings of their components...” and their argument may consist a explanation for 
the fact that this concept was not defined. 

Karan (2002:50) stated that the utterance regarding financial statement “not misleading by 
reason of material statements or omissions” it is more meaningful than the utterance regarding 
financial statement that must give “True and Fair View”. 

Offering an operational definition of True and Fair View, McEnroe and Martens (2004) 
stated that True and Fair View requirement must interpreted to mean that: “...all material 
transactions have been recorded in a manner in which their form is equal to their substance”, and 
the fact that this notion “is also applied to the financial statements in the aggregate”. 

Following a similar path and approaching this time creative accounting concept we can 
assert that the main idea that underlie this area of research split the opinions of scholars in two: 
some that regards it from a positive point of view and some that consider that creative accounting 
comprises only negative items. Discussing about the first delimitation, we can find if we summarize 
the main body of the literature, as a leitmotif the words: “creation” or “innovation”. Both concepts 
are of course related to positive changes in economic, social and political environments. The 
negative optics comprises undesirable practices that assimilates items that are highly unethical, 
deceptive and misleading.  

Creative accounting as a concept is included in accounts manipulation area, treated in the 
research area as a complex segment of terminologies that included not only creative accounting but 
also its constituents.  We truly believe that there is no other field in accounting research as slippery 
as creative accounting research, no other that brings together so much contradiction.  

An example of terminology contradiction between European and American point of views is 
related to creative accounting areas of manifestation. In this respect Charles Mulford and Eugene 
Comiskey (2002) include in creative accounting areas of manifestation income smoothing (labeled 
as a form of earnings management) and that Stolowy and Breton in their article A Framework for 
the Classification of Accounts Manipulation (2004) stated the fact that creative accounting “mainly 
includes earnings management (without any reference to income smoothing)” (2004). The latter 
also admit the fact that: „Creative accounting has been used with various meanings and brings some 
confusion into the field of accounts manipulation” (2004). 

When discussing regarding the practice of creative accounting, we can assert that this 
demarche comprises mainly items that has the power to distort the underlying financial performance 
of a firm with the specific scope of misleading the investors or financial analysts when assessing the 
performance of the firm and further compare between different companies.  
Metcalf (1977) approaching the concept of creative accounting asserts that this practice is used to 
“describe accepted accounting techniques which permit corporations to report financial results that 
may not accurately portray the substance of their business activities ... creative accounting is 
recognized as a synonym for deceptive accounting” (1977:188).  

Michael Jameson in his book A Practical Guide to Creative Accounting, posit the fact that 
the major part of creative accounting area is reflected by income smoothing. The author asserted the 
fact that: “Creative accountants might also argue that, in the long run, their activities are limited to 
income smoothing since many creative accounting techniques rebound fairly quickly” (1988:21). 
Naser (1993) in his book Creative financial accounting: its nature and use, elaborated an definition 
for what creative accounting can mean, as the following: “Creative accounting is the transformation 
of financial accounting figures from what they actually are to what preparers desire by taking 
advantage of the existing rules and/or ignoring some or all of them” (1993:2).  
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Amat and Gowthorpe (2004) regard creative accounting as the use of accounting to mislead 
rather than help the intended user, deliberately taking advantage of areas where there are 
ambiguities and discontinuities. In their article Creative Accounting: Some Ethical Issues of Macro- 
and Micro-Manipulation published in 2005, the authors defined creative accounting as a demarche 
that has the scope of creating “the view of reality that they wish to have communicated to users of 
the financial statements”. 

Vladu and Matiş (2010) defines creative accounting as a mean being used by companies in 
order to adapt, develop and become more competitive in the turbulent environments in which they 
operate, adaptation that requires highly adaptive professionals able to generate creative ideas even if 
these employ interpreting grey areas to their advantage,  being less prudent almost all the time; seek 
for loopholes in specific rules or develop devices which regulators have not thought to forbid. 
Based on the relevant theoretical framework, we developed the research question as following: 

 By constructing an internal history of accounting based on Papineau`s methodology, we can 
be able to assess better the conceptual delimitations comprised in the area of research? 

 
Methodology 
Since our research is not an empirical one, but a fundamental research we were interested to 

chose a proper methodology that further can serve our purposes. Since the main scope was to 
construct an internal history of the literature we were further interested to comprise in our research 
an adequate methodology. Based on the fact that the proposed methodology wasn’t applied earlier 
in our area of research and based on its advantages as Ryan et al., (1992:152-153) asserted, 
Papineau`s tree was used. 

As implicit methodology adopted it was the inductive methodology that sustain the main 
idea of the fact that general conclusions regarding the development of a subject are drawn based on 
a sample of literature.  
 

Findings – Discussions based on relevant opinions that emphasize the approached 
concepts  

When approaching a new area of research the process of reviewing the literature is 
considered the first attempt employed in order to “backtrack” the studies and views that are 
considered to be representative for that particular area. All the studies are conducted and developed 
by researchers that activate in the boundaries of that area. Mainly the reviewing of the literature 
after “discovering” is considered to be realized and every one of the authors cited appear in one 
particular study together with the opinions, views and results of the study.  

We wanted to follow a different approach and identify not only the authors but mostly to let 
their work “speak” for them in this large area of interest. In this respect we identified the main 
themes and issues of concern by sampling the literature using an inductive approach. 

In this regard we were interested to develop for our study that approached fundamental 
research a network of core terms in order to develop complex theoretical frameworks that have the 
potential to summarize the core terms that are central to all researchers in our area of interest. This 
particular idea belongs to Papieneau (1979). His concept of hierarchy of core terms we considered 
to be useful for understand the development of a particular literature. 

Even if his hierarchy is highly appreciate, in this area of research our study is the first one 
that apply his concepts based on our knowledge as we asserted before.   

The importance of summarizing the internal body of the literature using Papineau`s tree 
(1979) is indisputable since particular contributions can be identified easier and comprised in a well 
known framework in order to rationalize the existing literature.  

For the segments comprised in our research that approached the conceptual delimitations we 
used as summarizing instrument the Papineau`s approach (1980). When various studies were 
comprised in a segment of our research, treated in conjunction with various empirical references we 
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approached the Hesse (1980) methodology in order to briefly present a large body of the literature, 
assuring in the same time the references to the most important developments that included novelty 
items over time. The rest of the scientific background approached is summarized using a classical 
view, highlighting what is important to be known when this area is approached and assessed.  

The main idea of Papineau`s (1979) was to develop according to what we stated before a 
hierarchy of core terms within a literature with the scope of identifying the particular contributions 
that can be placed and based on that, criticized. Four levels are discussed based on its methodology 
as the following: 

 
From examining the primary core terms for the concept True and Fair View we can assert 

that all of those constructions are used by all the researchers in this area of research while the fourth 
category of core terms comprise specialized terms, in which case we pointed out the term 
“overriding” and Saussure linguistic constructions “signifier” and “signified” that were highly 
discussed in association with True and Fair View since what it means and what it is perceived or 
believed that may mean are realities that create the perceptions gap discussed in the beginning of 
our study.  

Since the area of our study regards true and fair view and creative accounting; those two 
concepts were examined under the above proposed methodology. In Table 1 we summarized the 
main findings after applying the above methodology, approaching primarily the concept of true and 
fair view.  
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As it can be noticed the primary core terms include for the True and Fair View concept the 
most known similar assertions found in the literature. All of those are the assertions that were 
treated by all the researchers in conjunction with the concept approached.  

The utility of this methodology consist in the fact that when researchers approach the 
examined area for the first time, by recurring to Papineau`s tree he/she can identify rapidly the 
main concepts that share the view of almost all the previous researchers from this area. Also by 
examining the secondary terms to specialist core terms, one can identify the interest of different 
topic in the area and also the more specialized items that are approached in this respect.  

Secondary core terms approached for true and fair view refers also to some similar 
assertions treated in the literature but not shared by the majority of researchers. A good example in 
this respect is the approach of Albu et al., (2009) “Guide for auditors and standard setters”, similar 
assertion examined in our second empirical study concerning the perception of True and Fair View 
in the Romanian accounting environment. Other similar conceptual assertions can be consulted 
above. 

Tertiary core terms include assertions that further explain True and Fair View through a 
spectrum of original views. Seen as “black box” or “Formula of disharmony”, the assertions are 
approached only by a limited number of researchers. The number of researchers that are decreasing 
from the central core terms or primary to the specialist’s core terms.  
The following figure draws a theoretical framework that comprises the main items approached in 
the area of conceptual delimitations based on Papineau`s tree methodology. By assessing the 
primary and secondary core terms we can develop the following conceptual framework as 
following: 
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In the end, should be this concept or principle defined? Before anticipating any answer we 
should assert that defining as a principle involves general applicability and based on the debates 
assessed in the literature this could generate even more debate. The main feature of true and fair 
view is its dynamicity and that further is the base for its spectrum of debate regarding its meaning 
(e.g. Guide for standard setters, black box, natural meanings of its components). As a main 
conclusion when true and fair view is assessed, objectivity arises, comprising directions as: 
measurement, disclosure and compliance.  

In Table 2, the main conceptual delimitations regarding Creative Accounting are presented 
based on Papineau`s tree conceits (1979) as following: 

 
As it can be noticed the main items comprised for creative accounting concept in the 

primary core terms (that share the highest level of consensus) are related to manipulation, 
misleading, management discretion and flexibility of accounting, all being defined are an aura of 
negative tenure. The creativity item, that is approached in the literature and based on it, creative 
accounting, is defined, is included in the tertiary core items level, being shared by a limited number 
of researchers. Based on those results other research question arises: Is the term creative accounting 
proper as terminology for the area approached or manipulative accounting or further misleading 
accounting is more adequate?  

We couldn’t identify any specialist terms. 
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Conclusions, limitation and scope for future research 
When it comes to True and Fair View we can assert that the concept does not have a 

generally accepted definition, only a noticeable trend that try to compare it with the American 
“present fairly” and to conclude that both concepts have one and the same meaning. It is considered 
that True and Fair View requirement is a legal concept, even if no definition of it has been 
elaborated by the legislators. In this respect our view is similar to Alexander (1993) view. 

Since few definitions of true and fair view concept were developed so far we intend to 
contribute to knowledge by presenting our view regarding what this concept might mean. In this 
respect we consider that the principle of True and Fair View is an expression of flexibility in order 
to derogate from a mechanical application of the law and further uses professional judgment in 
order to reflect economic reality through the language of accounting with the utmost 
circumspection. 

Since our research was a fundamental one, we took into account the opinion of Ryan et al. 
(1993) and used a methodology that is suitable for our scientific demarche (e.g. Papieau’s three). 
The main advantage of using Papineau`s tree (1979) in the arena of creative accounting consisted in 
this regard in answering on one of the main debated items in this area regarding the definition of 
creative accounting that must comprise primarily creativity or manipulation.  

As we can observe from the above, by applying the methodology approached, the central 
core terms for creative accounting are all related to MANIPULATION not creativity. The creativity 
appears approached in tertiary core terms suggesting that only few researchers approach and 
describes creative accounting based on its novelty. Even if the reference to creativity is approached 
sporadically in the literature, the terminology includes this term. In this respect we ask rhetorical, is 
creative accounting as terminology suitable or not? If not, which terminology can comprise better 
the areas features? 

We accept the creativity component in the area approach but as we stated before, this 
component represent only a small part of the area approached, even if is the most important one 
since is the one that is the hardest to detect. If based on Papineau`s methodology, true and fair view 
concept can be easily assessed, creative accounting brings into attention even more debate. Further 
research will be needed in order to assess empirically what is prevailing in the area approaches: 
creativity or manipulation? If manipulation is the main feature assessed empirically, creativity 
should define this whole area?  
Since this study aim to be an interpreter of the literature, the sampling of the literature was crucial. 
Since we used only the sources that were written in English language this could result in a 
important limitation of the study. 
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